
NURSING REFLECTION OF DETERIORATING PATIENT

Nov 20, Recognising and responding to deteriorating hospitalised patients is an important global issue in nursing. By
closely monitoring changes in.

S's progression. You complete a set of vital signs and discover he's febrile  In the combined approach,
subjective criteria like worry or concern are added to objective criteria in an aggregated system [ 10 ].
Synthesis We included heterogeneous studies and as such, a meta-analysis could not be performed. The
qualitative studies [ 11 , 26 â€” 40 ] had several limitations. Hyperactive bowel sounds occur more frequently
and may be an indication of an infectious process that's irritating the intestines. Having a clear understanding
of the patient's baseline status is also needed to aid us in recognizing when his or her status has changed.
Change in consciousness is another sensitive indicator of clinical deterioration. Is your patient leaning over in
a forward or tripod position, using accessory muscles? Although the reading may be normal by textbook
standards, it may likely be hypotensive for this patient. It provides an opportunity for nurses to call assistance
when they intuitively feel that something is wrong with a patient, even when vital signs do not yet meet RRS
calling criteria. Included items were: design, eligibility criteria, selection procedure, outcomes, risk of bias,
study size, number and characteristics of participants, statistical methods, relevant subgroups and results.
Assessing your patient's pupils and their response to light can also provide you with relevant information. HR
heart rate Palpate the pulse, assess rhythm and rate and volume. When you go to introduce yourself and start
your assessment today day 3 , you find he's drowsy and lethargic, and he responds with one-word answers or
grunts. A change in LOC is often one of the most challenging areas to recognize because you don't always
have a clear understanding of the patient's baseline status. We know that decreasing urine output is a sign of
deterioration, but many of our patients are incontinent, making output difficult to monitor. Synonyms for these
search terms were also used, which can be found in the complete PubMed search presented in Additional file
2. Many of our patients are like Patient B; they're complex and live their daily life in a fine balance of
comorbidities. Why patients deteriorate Before we begin looking at how to recognize early signs and
symptoms of patient deterioration, it's important to increase your awareness of why a patient may deteriorate
so you can anticipate which of your patients may be at risk. Of course, a thorough respiratory assessment
entails more than just listening to your patient's breath sounds; it includes examining his or her airway,
breathing, and oxygen requirements, along with assessing skin color normal, pale, dusky, or cyanotic , chest
shape barrel chest , and LOC tired, anxious, or confused. If in doubt, always explain your assessment findings
in as much detail as possible. The system is based on objective physiological parameters being scored
according to the amount of deviation from normal. Respiratory Auscultate your patient by sitting him or her
up and listening anteriorly and posteriorly to all lung fields see Common breath sounds. S's progression The
renal system can be a little more challenging to assess. Keep in mind that if there's inflammation present,
percussion may cause the patient pain. This tool has six sections: theoretical approach, study design, data
collection, validity, analysis and ethics. We also excluded studies of low methodological quality see Quality
appraisal. When auscultating for bowel sounds, normal bowel sounds should occur every 2 to 5 seconds.


